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Students may well 
2 y = x and the other 
2 2 
x - y = 1 relative to 
consider the behavior of the parabola 
2 2 2 2 conics 2x + y = 1, x + 2y = 1 and 
La> ' 
Homogeneous coordinates are used in the study of the more 
general projective geometry in which one does not have affine, 
similarity or euclidean properties. The above discussion refers 
to figures which are valid in affine geometry at least although 
one need not think of that as he introduces these concepts to 
students. 
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Many mathematics textbooks present the idea of counting in 
number systems besides the standard system of base-ten. Unfortu-
nately, these discussions usually concern bases less than ten and 
rarely cover bases over ten. As a result, the base-twelve system 
is often ignored. This is an extreme oversight since the base-
twelve system can be very enlightening to elementary aged stu-
dents' study of number systems. 
The reasons for teaching a system based on twelve are obvi-
ous. We have a name for a group of twelve objects: a dozen. 
Children know that they can buy a dozen eggs, a dozen oranges, or 
a dozen doughnuts. They have an experiential understanding that 
a dozen represents a group of twelve objects. Likewise, we also 
have a name for a group of twelve-twelves: a gross. Since these 
terms are familiar to students, it is only natural and logical to 
build on this familiarity. 
However, before you begin an exploration of base-twelve, a 
minor obstacle must be overcome. In the base-ten system of 
numeration there are just ten numerals (0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9). To 
8 
be able to work in base-twelve, two more numerals are needed to 
represent ten and eleven. (The fact that we do not have such 
single digit numerals could be one of the reasons that textbooks 
do not present number systems above base-ten.) 
This obstacle can be turned into an activity by allowing 
students to invent these new numerals. M:>st books that present 
base-twelve use a T to represent ten and an E to represent elev-
en. While that is all right, T and E are popular letters and do 
not seem "numeral" enough. 
There are many other possibilities. Doughnuts are bought by 
the dozen so a possible numeral could relate to the shape of a 
doughnut @ 
X for ten. 
Another idea would be to use the Roman numeral 
Eleven could then be some variation of the Roman 
numeral XI such as :K , )4 , ~ or ,t (You would not want 
to use XI because it would not fit in with the other single 
digits.) Combinations are possible such as the doughnut shape 
and Roman notation ®· It is obvious that there are many 
choices. For this discussion, ® will be used for ten and 
~ for eleven. 
Our base-twelve system will then have the numerals 0,1,2,3, 
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, ® , ~ . The number twelve would be represented as 
lOtwelve meaning 1 group of twelve and O ones. Another way to 
describe lOtwelve would be to say it represents 1 dozen and O 
ones. Similarly, 2\welve would represent 2 dozens and 3 ones 
and @Stwelve would represent ten dozens and 5 ones. 
The next step would be to name the group of twelve-twelves. 
As mentioned previously, we already call this quantity a gross. 
Therefore, by using this term, 343twelve would represent 3 gross, 
4 dozens, and 3 ones. 
Most classroom discussions of the base-twelve system would 
end after an exploration of the values of the first three places. 
But if your class has the interest or desire, you can go further. 
The next place to the left in the base-twelve system repre-
sents groups of 12 x 144 or 1,728. Here we do not have a name 
for such a quantity. However, in the base-ten system we some-
times combine terms when describing the values of certain places 
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(ten-thousand's place or hundred-thousand's place). We could do 
this in our base-twelve system and call the next place the doz-
en-gross' place. 
As you can see, this exploration with the base-twelve system 
could go on and on. Most classes will probably only want to 
explore the dozen's place and gross' place. But remember, when-
ever you are teaching bases •.• Don't Forget Base-Twelve. 
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As probability becomes a part of more and more high school 
curricula across the country, we need to look about for honest 
examples of probability usage in everyday life. Dealing bridge 
hands, rolling dice and flipping coins are all right for an 
introduction, but it seems contrived, artificial, and of little 
practical use. To see how probability theory is used every day, 
let's take a look at a modern convenience that everyone takes for 
granted--the automatic elevator. 
efficiency in modern buildings? 
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How are these designed for 
In designing a high-rise office building the number of 
elevators, their capacity and how fast they travel must be deter-
mined. This problem is different from converting manual eleva-
tors to automatic ones. With existing manual elevators all the 
factors are known before conversion begins. What about a build-
ing where the foundation is not laid and no leases have been 
signed? How does a designer plan for efficient elevator opera-
tion? Questions such as how many elevators are needed, what 
capacity and how fast should they travel must be answered. Over 
design is out of the question. Bids are competitive so economy 
of installation and operation is an overriding consideration. 
Years of experience have led elevator engineers to develop 
the following probability formulas. If little is known about the 
distribution of future workers, then it must be assumed that the 
elevator has an equal probability of stopping at any floor. 
Naturally, if it is known that floor five is being planned for 
one hundred workers and floor six is going to be a computer 
center with only ten staff members, then the calculations will be 
refined. Given an equal distribution of workers per floor let UP 
represent the probable number of stops an elevator will make 
after leaving the lobby. 
UP s-s~P where S number 
of possible stops above the lobby and P = number of passengers on 
the elevator. Thus, in an eleven story building (ten floors 
above the lobby), an elevator with four passengers can be expect-
ed to make 10-10(1~)
4
, or 3.439 stops. 
Three interesting facts are worth inserting here. Engineers 
figure the average passenger weight at 150 pounds. Going up to 
work in the morning passengers will generally occupy an elevator 
to 80% of capacity. Going down to exit the building at quitting 
time, passengers will fill the elev a tor to 100% of capacity. 
Here are two more important formulas. To calculate the 
probable number of stops an elevator will make going down to the 
lobby, multi ply the UP by • 7 5. At lunch time when there is 
considerable up and down traffic, the probable number of stops an 
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